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About This Game
This holiday season, Elephant Games invites you to enjoy another installment of the best-selling Christmas Stories brand!
Bundle up and prepare for an exciting adventure this holiday season! After receiving a desperate letter from your old nutcracking friend, Albert, you rush to help him. When you arrive, you learn that the Rat King's evil wand has fallen into the hands
of a vengeful baron, and now three innocent people – including Albert – have been turned into toys! Team up with the
Nutcracker and your new friend, the Tin Soldier, to fight trolls and destroy the Baron's curse in this delightful Hidden Object
Puzzle Adventure game!
This is a special Collector's Edition release full of exclusive extras you won't find in the standard version. The Collector's
Edition includes:
Two bonus games featuring everyone's favorite cast of cats!
Three extra puzzles that unlock animated screensavers
Collectible presents with surprises inside
Soundtracks, wallpapers, and concept art
An available Strategy Guide
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Fun, cheap, and great with frands!. This is a great game Looks fantastic in VR looks easy but it will challenge you as you get on
in the levels.. I absolutely loved every second of this game. If you'd like to read my full review take a look at
http://www.8bitlanparty.com/earth-overclocked.html. Got this as a couch multiplayer game, but nobody wanted to play longer
than a few minutes. Really not compelling; somehow stressful while at the same time boring. Can't recommend this when there's
plenty of good multiplayer shooters out there.. Have thoroughly enjoyed playing this game. Especially the multiplayer. Ran
around with some friends for a couple hours lvl'ing and destroying monsters. 2 thumbs up.. Its a fun short game. Well..... it was
99 cents.... Nice skin, came bundled with the game. Especially nice on the Ballista.. Actually a decent game. Its a mix between a
hiden object and a point and click adventure. While the animations etc are technically simplistic. The package comes off with
an enjoyable execution that feels higher standard than you would expect. If you are looking for a decent and very casual point
and click game with a story. This is a good choice. Just be forwarned that the structure of all these games are pretty similar so I
would recommend playing one that has the theme you like. Secondly, this series with "Nightmare" etc are mainly focused at
females. So you, if your a guy that is, might feel you are taking a bit of a "backseat" on stuff you would usually do in other
games, being "the Man" and all, I mean. :D. I am very unhappy with this game and the service I received from Steam support.I
paid $10 to Steam for this game and downloaded it to my Steam account.However,when I tried to start the game from the title
page it would not start despite me playing the demo ok beforehand.The start title is in grey printing as is configuration the other
3 titles like read me and exit in white and function.I have written to Steam support on several occasions and sent a screenshot of
the problem.I note that from the forum that other gamers have had this same problem.Steam did not help me at all just gave me
the run around so I have paid $10 for nothing.I call that robbery and if you were in Australia I would report Steam to Consumer
Affairs.I tried uninstalling and reinstalling but nothing worked.As far as I know Steam are aware of this problem but continue to
sell the game as if nothing is wrong. I will be surprised if Steam publish my report but I will tell you that Steam has lost my
business.
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I enjoyed this game a lot! Hilarious writing and delicious art and sound, I've been recommending it to everyone I know. It's
engaging and thought provoking. +10 would play again and again.. 10/10 amazing. Expectations were: hot pile of♥♥♥♥♥♥
Reality: the hottest pile of♥♥♥♥♥♥ Would recommend.. I was very unhappy with this game. The art is nice and the story
seemed interesting but the characters were terrible. Both Kira and Yonekura's routes started off with them physically harassing
the MC and forcing her to undress in their first encounter and I was unable to play passed the first chapter of both their routes.
Makoto's route was the lesser evil and I was able to play it but I found him too clingy and childish. He was forceful at times but
not as much as the other two. I was expecting more but I must say that I was disappointed.. Simple and trippy game!. Mouse
Control looks like is from Playstation 2 joystick. I was interested in 8-Bit Invaders after seeing some gameplay videos on
YouTube and was initially into it, because it basically plays like classic Red Alert 2, which is one of my favorite RTS titles.
But in the 2 hours I spent with the game, in which I got through the first 5 of the Marine campaign missions, I just gave up on
mission 6, because a full half of the campaign thus far had been tedious defense missions.
This is made especially worse because the campaign appears to be set up where if you want to beat all the objectives on
"normal" or "hard" mode, you have to beat the missions on easy then later come back with the extra units and starting money the
campaign awards you. And in my book that is some grind-y BS.
The UI also needs some work. In particular the sound notifications that my units were under attack stopped playing, so I was
directing my army half way across the map only to realize that half my base was gone because a single alien trooper was sitting
there slowly shooting all my structures to bits.
Not worth it, unfortunately.
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